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In the early 1960s, in furthering their
effort to redress the oppressive weight
of Jim Crow policies in the south ,
the Student Nonviolent Coordinating
Committee (SNCC) initiated a series
of programs in African American
communities in the south . Amongst
their efforts, SNCC focused on increasing
literacy, registering new voters, and
encouraging active participation in
civic practices.
Maria Varela was a SNCC member in
charge of developing literacy materials
for adult education in the “contact
zones” of Alabama and Mississippi
during the 1960s; Varela’s pedagogical
vision and multimodal innovations
reflected the struggle and grappling
between dominant and minoritvy
groups in those spaces. As a member
of the Selma Literacy Project (SLP) in
1964, Maria Varela was responsible for
developing “literacy materials out of
the experience , needs and aspirations of adult ” African Americans in Selma ,
Alabama. Later, in 1966 she worked in a primarily African American community
in Mississippi . These programs ran concurrent with Stokeley Carmichael’s efforts
in The Freedom Schools and , not surprisingly, reflect an effort to develop an
“organic relationship” between reforming literacy practices and creating new
opportunities for social and civic change . Where the average age of the students
in the Freedom Schools was 15, Varela was engaged in working with adults in
already existent social movements outside of the hierarchies of any particular
institution . The express goal of SNCC’s efforts was to not only develop literacy
and citizenship, but to offer a means for cultivating agency by fostering critical
self reflection , engendering confidence , responding to histories of racism, and
promoting sustainable modes of learning within the community itself. When
“official” literacy education failed to produce results SNCC adapted a policy of
working with the specific desires of the local community. By using filmstrips and
combining them with text, the farmers in this community effectively organized
new literacy practices using multimodal discourse to achieve the goals of their
community. In these efforts we see the birth of an alternative representation of the
communities at work across the South , and the establishment of a communal ethos
stemming from the broader dissemination of an awareness of a sub-nation joined
by similar interests, relations and resistance to oppression , and efforts to enter a
civic discourse heretofore prohibited to them. It is this ethos of place that lies at
the heart of the creation and dissemination of multimodal textual practices.
This is part of that story . . . .

Act 1
[In which we note the pervasive misrepresentation of a national movement. In which we see the portrayal of the civil rights
movement by the mainstream media. In which we take note of
where the force of the movement stems. In which we take note of
an alternative portrayal emerging from within the local commmunities]

The representation of the movement is, not surprisingly misleading, built as it is on “second-hand
hearsay and newspaper accounts.” Amongst the
many misleading representations is that the movement is driven by a central corpus of people. This
representation presents a faceless mass of African
Americans as victims attacked by dogs, hosed
down, and arrested; but importantly in suggesting
that there are a few central leaders it misleadingly
suggests that there is a also center of activity with
a clear power structure that can be addressed and
negotiated with, and that the members of this
“faceless” mass do not have an agency or authority
to take action themselves.

From the facless mass of the media’s representation we hear a call from the locus of the
violence, the center of the pain, the tortion of
the oppressed. Th face of the ivndivudal in
torment, the face of local communities organizing and resisting violenec at the hands of their
neighbors. We hear a call of strength, a demand to be heard, a demand to shift the distribnution of power, a demand to see the human in
a generalized subject of violence.

Act 2
[In which we see a new consciousness about visual rhetorics
emerge in the movement . In which we see new representations
designed to disseminate a new vision of a sub-nation moving
together. In which visual rhetorics address the issues of status,
centralized leadership, and violence to illustrate the prominence and role of collaboration and group leadership in mobilizing local communities. In which the idea of an imagined
nation of communities responding at a local level is disseminated and made available to other isolated communities. In
which we first hear of the “beloved community.“]

“It is no accident that SNCC workers have
learned that if our story is to be told we will
have to write it and disseminate it ourselves.”
									
- Mary King

Through their use of photography, SNCC members created a formidable independent media structure that indeed influenced the course of the civil rights movement.
Nonviolence took one out of the role of victim and put her in total command of
her life. By acting in this clear, pure way, in which the act itself was of equal value to its outcome, and by risking all for it, we were broken open, released from
old and lesser definitions of ourselves in terms of race, sex, class, into the larger
self of the Beloved Community. This was freedom as an inside job, not as external
to myself, but as created, on the spot and in the moment, by our actions. This was
ideology turned inside out. - Casey Hayden
The text accompanying the image provides an open invitation and an opportunity, a call to action. Here, the juxtaposition of words and image functions as a
catalyst to transform audiences into active participants,
SNCC, perhaps more than any other civil rights group of the time, understood the
importance of photographs not only as documents of the efforts of thousands to
raze the world of southern oppression, but also as visual bricks in the raising of
the new integrated free world.
“Now-time” does not mean the present, nor does it represent the present. “Nowtime” presents the present, or makes it emerge. . . . The present of “now-time,”
which is the present of an event, is never present. But “now” (and not “the now,”
not a substantive, but “now” as a performed word, as the utterance which can
be ours) presents this lack of presence. A time full of “now-time” is a time full of
openness and heterogeneity. “Now” says “our time;” and “our time” says: “We,
filling the space of time with existence.” Jean Luc-Nancy
This poster, like so many SNCC posters, aligns multiple temporalities. Nine years
after the Brown v. Board of Education Supreme Court decision ordering the desegregation of public schools, “now” speaks of and to the youth gathered in the
capital, frustrated and impatient with the glacial pace of “all deliberate speed.”
“Now,” as utterance, as declaration, as performative, pronounces “this lack of
presence,” the undelivered promise of integration and equality. As such, the poster’s power lies not in a faithful, identifiable documentation of the March; it “does
not represent the present” as we have come to understand it as integrated multitudes and charismatic leaders. Rather, it captures the “fierce urgency” of its moment. The poster calls attention to the unfreedoms that envelop the very moment
of the photograph, a moment surrounded by a past and future of oppression and
resistance. Yet at just this moment, the moment of the photograph, this man and
those around him are free. They make freedom “emerge.” This is an image filled
with now-time, with the we. The act of this poster is an effort to rip open history.

Act 3

[In which literacy edcation yields new civic agency. In which
we see narrated the emergence of an ethos of place in a man’s
dawning awareness of his camaraderie with a sub-nation moving in tandem with his own actions. In which we arrive at
a medium showing African Americans as actors, not victims.
In which we see that there is no one organization leading the
movement. In which we see filmstrips redefine the nature of
leadership and the spaces in which communities take action .
In which we see the construction of communal leadership by
narrating the story of communities organizing on their own
around their needs. ]

filmstrips, ethos
Flickering up on the parish hall walls were photographs of Mexican American wunion organizers and field workers being assaulted by white
growers and hauled away to jail by white law
enforcers. When the strip ended , there was a
long silence . In the audience was an older gentleman who had worked all his life on a plantation in Tennessee and was now homeless, evicted
as a result of his participation in the movement.
He rose up and with tears in his eyes said ,”you
don’t know how it feels to know that we are not
the only ones.”
			

- Maria Varela , Unpublished Memoir

In this rather dramatic moment of catharsis, relief, and
joy, Varela narrates the emergence of an ethos of place
in this man’s dawning awareness of his camaraderie with
a sub-nation moving in tandem with his own actions.  
The flickering narrative, the portrayal of   local people
organizing a union, the dissemination of shared knowledge, the embodiment of local spaces, the identification
with a larger strata of communities all help to theorize how the filmstrips help structure an ethos of place.
I would like to return to my earlier comments
about how the filmstrips offered a rhetorical position
largely unavailable in the popular media by redefining
the spaces in which African Americans were taking action and by offering an alternative model of leadership.  
Popular media produced an endless rotation of images
of African Americans as subjects of of brutal violence
or in chaotic confrontations with institutional forces.  
news reports often framed their discourse around a centralized leader, a figure like, for example, Martin tLuther
King.  As I said these representations  presented a faceless body of people, spoken for by a charismatic leader,
suggesting that they were unable to speak for themselves or act independent of that leader’s directions.
In contrast to these portrayals, the differences in
the filmstrips, Varela said, is “that we were shooting the
people as actors, not as victims” (Interview).  The filmstrips redefine the notions of leadership and space in
which the communities were taking action.  Focusing on
local efforts, the filmstrips emphasize that “There is no
one organization organizing this movement; there is no
one group of elite leaders creating its program”(Report 2).  
Instead the filmstrips illustrate the construction of communal leadership by narrating the story of communities
organizing on their own around their needs.  Detailing
this process also offers a richer conception/redefinition
of the nature of resistance communities are engaged in.  
Instead of focusing on the staging of protests, pickets,

or sit-ins, the filmstrips “communicate the specifics of
how to do something”(3). Principally the filmstrips tell
the stories of local communities acting to take control
over the political-economical institutions that make
decisions affecting their lives.   One film for example
narrates how local farmers  can be involved in nominating and electing candidates to the ASCS Committee, a committee historically run by white men that has
favored assigning any extra allotments for each county
to the larger, white  farms, a process that has managed
to maintain the disparity in wealth between white and
African American farmers.  Again, the filmstrips redefine a model of leadership by showing how authority  is
constructed communally through collaborative efforts.  
The images in the filmstrips also redefine the nature of the spaces in which African Americans were
taking action.   By focusing on how communities are
engaging institutional discourse, the filmstrips show  
African Americans in social spaces participating in
civic practices - holding and participating meetings,
nominating candidates, interviewing African American candidates.   Instead of showing spaces in which
African Americans are subject to violence, the films
show how local subjects are acting to participate in and
exert influence in civic process governing their lives.
In each of these instances the filmstrips portray
values and conditions critically important to establishing an ethos of place: they project agency in depicting
the ordinary person taking action; they project images
of people as actors, not victims; create an embodied
sense of community efforts and struggles by producing an imagined/real sub-nation; they show people as
active citizens; they employ and privilege local language practices and rhetorical traditions; they are the
result of local people deciding what to document and  
discovering where pockets of the movement exist.

f r om local to public
(a conclusion or resting point)
In a recent interview, Maria Varela spoke of Ella
Baker’s advice to SNCC organizers.  She  suggested that
SNCC organizers:
“should be listening to what she called the semi- public
discourse of resistance, that which you might find in barber shops family get-togethers things like that where she
said you  could determine what people that were in Resistance were against and maybe how far they would go.”  
The new literacy practices seen in the filmstrips reflect just
that attention.  Barber shops, churches, and living rooms
have often served as “hush harbor sites1” in the African
American community - local sites of activism, celebration
of African American language traditions2, and resistance
to the overdetermined hegemony of a dominant white
culture.   The filmstrips Varela discusses draws on the
strengths of that tradition.   By capturing that discourse
and sense of resistance, the filmstrips introduce a communality to the discourse, where previously it may have been
constrained to local currents, to “semi-public” discourses.
These new literacy practices help evoke an ethos of
place from which disenfranchised African Americans are
able to navigate dominant discourses, re-narrate dominant
discourses, and produce counter linguistic practices that
effectively authorize African American voices in democratic practices that had historically privileged white citizen. While providing an intergroup sanctuary in which
multiple voices circulate, the social space born of an ethos
of place  produce new, differently articulated  “agitational” and arguably liberatory alternatives to the hegemonic stratification of social relations, as can be seen in the
rise  of multimodal literacy practices in response to the
specific social needs of African Americans in the South.

“We should be listening to what she called the
semi-public discourse of resistance, that which
you might find in barber shops family get-togethers things like that where she said you could determine what people that were in resistance
were against and maybe how far they would go.”

“We marched through valleys of dread , reflections in two centuries of tears . . . not knowing where we would sleep or if
morning would come . . . not knowing, would it do any good?”
							
- Maria Varela

